Japanese American Confinement Sites in the United States During World War II*

**WAR RELOCATION AUTHORITY** (WRA) sites—
Concentration or so-called relocation camps established to confine Americans of Japanese ancestry, two-thirds of whom were American-born citizens.

**ASSEMBLY CENTER** sites—
Initial temporary detention sites used to assemble persons of Japanese ancestry, citizens and non-citizens alike, for transit to more long-term incarceration sites predominantly outside of an "exclusion zone."

**DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE** (DOJ) sites—
Internment sites that primarily housed alien residents of the United States of Japanese descent excluded from seeking citizenship through naturalization, were detained and/or confined. **

**Crystal City** among DOJ sites is notable for having operated similarly to a WRA concentration camp. German and Italian enemy aliens who were treated separately and Latin American Japanese, primarily from Peru, who had been mistakenly deported to the United States, who were confined at Crystal City. Other DOJ sites detained and/or confined mixed populations of enemy aliens, as did many of the U.S. Army centers.

**DEPARTMENT OF WAR** sites—
Primarily U.S. Army centers where predominantly non-citizens of Japanese descent were detained and/or confined en route to long-term internment or incarceration sites.

**Penitentiaries**—
Federal penitentiaries and facilities where Japanese American citizens who were convicted of "unlawfully" challenging federal government orders such as draft dodging or the constitutionality of the government orders restricting persons of Japanese ancestry, were imprisoned.

*To see a map of the confinement sites for all enemy aliens, please refer to the Web site www.encyclopediaofwar.com.
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